
Hua Hin H3 Run #311 – 25th July 2015 

 

Location: 2.7 km along the Sam Phan Nam Floating Market Road from Soi 112 and Exit Left 

Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/BGHE1 

GPS Coordinates: N 12 28.651, E 99 55.401 (N 12.477522, E 99.923344) 

Hares: Hugmanannygoat & Blowmedry 

Hash Snacks: Blowmedry 

Hash Notes: Tinks 

Hash Photos: Hugmanannygoat 

Number of Hashers: 42 

Pre-Hash 

With the Hares having a battle with the local land owners erecting electric fences in the area a final 

Hash location with approval of land owner was negotiated by Thursday.  Amended misdirections were 

published same day and resulted in gathering of 42 Hashers for another Hugmanannygoat masterpiece 

of trail laying.   Apparently we are going to be subjected to further trail laying by Hugs for the next 

two runs (8th and 15th August).  Tinks called the assembled hounds together for the pre-run briefing 

from Hugs who had a little trouble making himself heard over the group of ladies assembled around 

the Baker.  After a call for quiet and the need to listen being emphasised by Hugs the pre-run briefing 

continued, a little too long for Butt Out who was anxious to get going. 

The Trail 

The pack set off to the first split for those looking for a short walk which was within the first 500 

metres.  There remaining hounds looking for a longer trail set off to the first check, quickly broken by 

Bushwhacker, unusual as he normal gets them wrong.  Then onto the next check on an open road which 

took a little longer to break, but again Bushwhacker was in the new mode and found trail for the 

second time.  By the time we reached check three Bushwhacker closely followed by Tinks were leading 

the pack.  Again Bushwhacker found trail and it was onto check four.  This one proved more 

troublesome for both the leading hounds.  Tinks ending up going from second to almost last by the time 

the call was made. 

The Trail according to the Hares: Runners 8.7 km, Long Walk 6 km, Short Walk 4.7 km 



 
The Trail according to Tinks: Runners 9.0 km 

On then to a further check and then to the merge with the Short trail.  After two more check the 

pack had the choice of walk or Run/Rambos.  At this point Hugs was on station to see who went which 

way.  The trio of Tinks, Paracetamol and Pedalphile posed for a photo followed by Pedal and Para opting 

for the walk.  Tinks set off on the run but was 

shortly joined by Pedal who decided to do the run 

instead and leaving Para to complete the walk on 

her own.  Not to be dumped like that Para did an 

about turn and continued on the run.  As they 

continued on the run trail they were met by the 

front runners, Swindler, Mudman, Brambles, and 

Bushwhacker returning from a false trail.  This 

was too much for Pedal and he decide it was back 

to the walkers trail for him.  Brambles eventually 

found trail and after a further two checks and a 

lengthy run the walk/run merge was reached and 

Hugs was on station to offer the carrot of a short cut home.  Several hounds opted to take this option 

including Pedal.  By this time Tinks, Para and Bushwhacker were at the back but still opted to complete 

the full trail.  It was a rather long way back, circumnavigating electric fences, to the finish.     

Post Trail and Circle 

Although a rather lengthy trail for long walk and runners, the pack were in a good spirits as they got 

stuck into Blownedry’s spicy meatballs and washed down with either cold beer, wine, softies or water.  

As the evening drew in Tinks eventually called the pack to order for the customary circle and rewards 

handed out to the following: 

Hares: Hugmanannygoat & Blowmedry 

Hash Snacks:  Blowmedry 

Visiting Hasher: Shit in the Pit (Penang HHH) 

Virgin: Nan (with Shit in the Pit) 

Returners:  Pedalphile & Wind in his Hair 



Birthday Girl:  Pussy Galore 

No Hash Names: Alan & Susan 

    

     

Post Circle 

After the closing of the circle a few more beverages consumed as the beer truck was packed up and 

then a procession to the ON After at Subai Subai where some 25+ hashers gathered to continue the 

evenings social. 

On On 

 


